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One day I read in that volume that Richard B. Worthington was the active Vice-President of the Texas Archeological and Paleontological Society and that he lived in Houston. The year was 1959. As soon as I was back home I called him and ask the familiar question “How Can I become an Archaeologist?” He invited me to attend the newly formed Houston Archeological Society. The meetings were held at the Ezekiel Cullen Building on the campus of the University of Houston. The memories of the early days of the society are still vivid to me. Although there were others who I consider milestones along the way to becoming a professional archaeologist, not one was more influential than certain members of the Houston Archeological Society during the time I was a regular member.

The person that I got to know the best was Wayne B. Neyland. My parents would drop me off at the meeting and he always brought me home. After the meetings he and some of the members always stopped for coffee and they would talk about archaeology. He also let me accompany him on some of his site finding excursions. Other members who supported me were Herbert Mewinney and Allen Duke. I will forever be grateful to these members for their willingness to help a young “Billy Moore” who would later become a graduate of Texas A&M University with a Masters degree in Anthropology and later the Sole Proprietor of Brazos Valley Research Associates. Mr. Duke penned a poem in 1972 entitled “Ode to Archeology” and I have included it here with permission from the Society and his family.

This was a collaborative project. I am very grateful to those who helped with the organization and production of this index. Colleagues whose advice was most helpful were Roger G. Moore, Jesse Todd, and Jim Warren. One of the tedious tasks for me was attempting to match site names with official site numbers. I was able to get some from the Archeological Sites Atlas but Jonathan Jarvis, and Jean Hughes filled in a lot of gaps by searching the site records at TARL. The creation of this index was a lengthy task and Rhonda K. Holley provided moral support when it was most needed.
Ode to Archeology

It gives me chills to think that I
Might have passed archeology by
And settled on some other measure
To satisfy my need for spare time pleasure

I could be cutting gems from rocks or collecting antique clocks
I could be working, hobby-wise,
Catching moths and butterflies. Or be down at Port Isabel
Combing the sand for an exotic shell.

I would have missed the fun and thrills
Of Society digs on Texas hills
I never would have known the delight
Of stumbling upon an untouched site.

I have a list, a long, long list
Of all the things I would have missed.
But this means more, far more to me
Than all the pots and points I see;

The thing I never will forget,
Those friendly people-I have met!!

Alan R. Duke, September 1972
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INTRODUCTION

General

The Houston Archeological Society (HAS) is a non-profit organization that serves the archeological community of Houston and membership is open to professionals, students, and the general public. The Society was formed in 1959 by a small group of individuals with an interest in archeology and the history of Texas. Most of the activities and talks in the early days focused on Harris County. Later, however, there was an increased interest in other counties in the Upper Texas Coast. The Society was incorporated on October 10, 1966. Members have participated in a variety of archaeological endeavors such as identifying and recording archeological sites and artifact collections; testing and excavation of sites prior to their destruction due to development and natural causes; and outreach projects designed to educate the general public as to the importance of protecting archeological sites. Also, HAS members are active participants in “Texas Archeology Month” each October. In the article by Linda Gorski (2015:11-16) entitled “The History of the Houston Archeological Society,” there is a complete list of field projects and publications documenting these activities. Meetings are open to the public and are held at 7:00 p.m. on the third Thursday of the month in Building 20 (Room 103) of Anderson Hall on the campus of The University of Saint Thomas. More information regarding HAS can be found on the Society’s website – http://www.txhas.org.

In the early days of the society, decisions had to be made regarding dues, format of the journal, time and place of the meetings, and special events such as field trips. In the June 1961 issue, Mewhinney wrote An Editorial Preface in which he suggested ways to improve the Newsletter (later the Journal). He was opposed to frequent name changes; fancy headings and attempts to make the Journal look like the daily papers; no “polysyllabic jargon;” more preliminary reports on work in progress (He wrote that “detailed and extended” papers are more suitable for publication by the Texas Archeological Society); contributors should be permitted to make comments and express opinions (papers should not be limited to field work).

Officers

During the 56 years the Society has been in existence, there have been 39 presidents and some served multiple terms. A list of these presidents and the years they served is provided by Linda Gorski (2015:12-13) in her article about the history of the HAS. The HAS presents various awards to deserving members. A list of past recipients can be found in Linda’s (Gorski 2015:13) as well as awards that have been presented to the society (Gorski 2015:13). Hubert Mewhinney, a noted Houston Post columnist, was the first Editor and Wayne B. Neyland was the first Chairman.
The holders of the various offices changed over time. Today, the Board Members are Linda Gorski (President), Louis Aulbach (Vice President), Tom Nuckols (Treasurer), Bob Sewell (Secretary), and Wilson W. Crook, III (Publications Editor). Issues of the Newsletter and Journal that provide lists of former officers and members are presented in Appendix I.

Publications

The first issue of The Newsletter of the Houston Archaeological Society appeared in November of 1959. It was a typed document that covered six pages of single spaced text. The Newsletter was how Society information was disseminated to its members. These newsletters varied greatly in length and this was mainly due to the number and length of articles submitted in time for publication. The first Newsletter had four articles and consisted of six pages while Issue No. 2 had three articles and only three pages. Issues three (1960) and four (1961) were referred to as The Houston Archeologist. The name reverted back to The Newsletter of the Houston Archeological Society with issue No. 5. In 1964 (Issue 11), there was a minor change in the name of the Newsletter. The first word “The” was dropped and it became known as Newsletter of the Houston Archeological Society and sometimes Newsletter Houston Archeological Society. It stayed that way until 1982 (Issue 72) when it was changed to Journal Houston Archeological Society. The two recent issues (133 and 134) are titled The Journal Houston Archeological Society.

As mentioned above, the first issues of the Newsletter were typed and stapled manuscripts with no formal cover. Issue No. 10, was published in 1963 and was the first to have a cover. This issue was very sparse and only contained the basic information plus a list of new officers. Issue No. 13 (1965) also had a cover but this one was more formal than before. The name of the Society was in large type at the top of the page and there was a border along the bottom. The names of the officers for 1964 and 1965 appeared on the cover above the border.

The cover became more elaborate in 1966 with Issue No. 16 when a drawing and poetry by Enos B. Comstock (published in Boy’s Life) appeared on the cover. One or more quotations were a regular part of the cover from Issue No. 16 through Issue No. 33 (1970). The next issues with a drawing on the cover appeared in 1968 (Issue No. 24) when a drawing of a Comanche warrior appeared and Issue No. 25 when a drawing of an Apache warrior was added. The artist of either drawing is not identified. Issues 134 and 135 are the first to be perfect bound and contain color photographs and maps.

Two major changes occurred in 1970 (Issue 34). The official name of the newsletter had been changed to Houston Archeological Society Newsletter and the logo that became associated with the Society made its debut (see cover to this document). This logo was described by the Editor as the “new look” and it adorned every cover until 1980 (issue 66) when it was reduced in size and enclosed in a border with the name of the society, issue number, and date.
This logo that served the Society so well for those many years was dropped in 2005 (Issue 129). The cover that year also contained the beginning of the first article. From 1980 through the present, the cover varied from photos, drawings, and text of the first article. The creator of the logo was HAS member Edie Cherry whose drawing portrayed ancient and modern man side by side making pots. According to Cherry (1970:34:1), “Although the two men are separated by time, they have much in common meeting physical needs, coping with the environment, and living with their neighbors. The pots represent his endeavors to meet his needs, and our endeavor to learn what he was like by piecing together the evidence that remains.”

The number of issues published each month varied from one to four depending on available articles. In 2000 and 2001, only one issue was published. Journal 128 was published for the years 2002-2004 and the trend of one issue continued through 2014 except for 2008-2009 when issue 132 was the second to cover two years. The last issues at the time of this writing are 133 for 2014 and 134 for 2015.

Membership

During the past 48 years of the Journal (1959-2009), the number of members has varied but there was always a core group that helped keep the society intact. Several members now deceased have been eulogized by other members in the Journal. These are Alan R. Duke (1919-1998), William L. McClure (1927-2002), and Wayne B. Neyland (1926 - 1972). I knew these individuals and can attest to their dedication to Texas archaeology and the HAS.

Alan R. Duke was one of the founders and charter members of the Society in 1959. He continued to be active in the society until his death in 1998. He was Chairman in 1963 and 1964 and Editor from 1965 to 1986. Alan was a prolific author with over 40 articles in the Journal and author and co-author of 11 installments of HAS Historic Notes. He was a regular participant in Society field projects and his leadership at the Goebel site (41AU1) and the Muller site (41HR74) remain as two of the more important sites to be investigated by the HAS. The Society honored him by bestowing several awards including making him a life member. More information about his accomplishments can be found in articles by Donald R. Lewis, Richard L. Gregg, and Bruce Duke. I remember him as one of the members who took an interest in a young boy with dreams of becoming an archaeologist one day.
William L. McClure is regarded by those who knew him as an outstanding avocational archaeologist and biologist. He was best known for his faunal analysis of specimens recovered from sites investigated by HAS members and his personal recording of numerous sites on White Oak Bayou. From 1975 to 1982, he was the sole author of 26 articles in the Journal that documented the results of his project. His reporting on faunal remains appear in 28 Journal articles, special reports published by the Society, and other journals and reports from 1982 to 1996. McClure was a past President and Director of the Texas Archeological Society and recipient of the “Golden Pen Award” from the TAS and the “Southeast Texas Archeological Research Award” from the HAS. He also was a valued consultant who was often asked to analyze faunal remains by such universities as Texas A&M, Rice, and Southern Methodist University. More information about his achievements and a list of his articles can be found in William L. McClure, Archeologist and Biologist by Leland W. Patterson, Robert E. Crosser, and C. R. Ebersole in Journal 124.

Wayne B. Neyland was one of the founders of the Society and its first Chairman. Alan Duke remembered him in a short eulogy where he states that Neyland’s passing “leaves a void in the Society that cannot be filled.” In spite of his bad health, “Neyland remained active in pursuing the study of Gulf Coast Archeology until the time of his death,” writes Duke. Wayne was the member who christened me Billy Moore, a name that remained on the membership roles until I renewed my membership in 1972 and he was my regular ride home from the meetings. I remember the day he drove from his home in the Houston Heights to Park Place to examine the flint artifacts I found on Sims Bayou that turned out to be natural cobbles. He also allowed me to accompany him on some of his site hunting trips and was always willing to “talk archaeology” with me.

Three members who have not been eulogized in the Journal are Hubert Mewhinney (1904-1973), Charles Richey (Cap) Ebersole, and Leland W. Patterson. Mewhinney was one of the founders of the Society and the first Editor. He was a noted columnist for the Houston Post, self-educated naturalist, author, artist, and pretty good flintknapper. My first recollection of Mewhinney was at one of the monthly meetings when he arrived with some very nice projectile points that he claimed he had found in the area. After the accolades had subsided, he confessed that he had made them. I bothered him frequently to take me on an outing and finally he agreed to let me go with him and a friend to the Grace Place in Colorado County. He attempted to educate me on identifying plants and animal tracks but I’m afraid I remember very little from the experience. Mewhinney wrote a column dated August 15, 1962 about our trip entitled “Just Before Dawn in the Haunt of the Red Wolves” in the Houston Post and refers to me as “an extremely inexperienced 18-year old boy named Bill.” He was one of the more colorful members. During the Jamison site excavation (41LB1) he stayed at night to guard the site. His bed was a blanket and his security blanket was a Winchester 30-30. He followed the same pattern at the Grace Place when I was there. He may be best known for his book A Manual for Neanderthals, published by The University of Texas Press in 1957 and currently available in reprint.
Leland W. Patterson joined the Society in 1971 and is known as one of its most active and influential members. He was present at every meeting and virtually every field project, often as the Director. He may be best remembered by some as one of the most prolific writers on all things archaeological in the state. When State Archeologist Patricia Mercado-Allinger presented him with the THC Award of Merit in 2014, she noted that he had authored or co-authored 467 publications in local, state, regional, and national journals as well as his involvement in the recording of over 150 prehistoric sites in Texas, Louisiana, and Ohio. HAS President Linda Gorski said that he “.... has undoubtedly given more professional credibility to the Houston Archeological Society than any other member.” Patterson served as President and Vice President of the HAS and Vice President of the Fort Bend Archeological Society. At one time, he kept the Journal alive and well by being the sole contributor. I never knew him personally, but I nominated him for the Golden Pen Award based on the incredible amount of articles he had written and he was its first recipient.

Charles Richey (Cap) Ebersole (1925-2006) was born Austin, Texas. Born in 1925 graduate of Lamar High School. From Texas A&M he enlisted in the Marine Corps. Graduated from UT Law School in 1948. Served in WW II and Korea and discharged as Captain. President of HAS and a Steward for THC. He was an election judge in the early 1960s and a founding member of Pct. 222 Democrats.
Just Before Dawn in The
Haunt of the Red Wolves

Hast thou named all the birds without a
gun?
Loved the wood-rose, and left it on its
stalk?
—Emerson.

Jack Wray, the Houston insurance man,
owns five middle-sized ranches in Colorado
and Fayette Counties.
The one called the old Grace Place after a
physician who owned it years ago is much
the prettiest of them. It fronts on the Colorado
River. There are two fair-sized creeks on it,
with handsome sandstone bluffs and some
swimming holes. Dogwoods, hawthorns, and a
few blackhaws grow along the ravines. Both
of the chief species of bluebonnets are abun-
dant and there is also a good deal of
Drummond’s red phlox.

ALL THOSE things, of course, bloom in the
spring. Not a great deal is blooming right
now, except for some of those little shrubby
mallows that were also named after Drum-
mond, Malvaviscus drummondii; one small and
unexpected patch of purple gentians; a few
white asters and some sort of tiny pale blues
that look very much like the one that is the
year’s earliest flower hereabouts, the least
bluet or Houstonia minima.

The berries and the leaves of the dogwoods
have not yet turned red.

THERE ARE a good many deer on the place
and a fair number of Texas red wolves, or
Canis niger (Bartram) to make it clear that
this animal, is not really a timber wolf.

Old Wray figures on keeping both the deer
and the wolves. In short, although he may not
read Emerson often, he has caught on to the
idea of naming the birds without a gun. People
who work on those ranches are entitled to kill
their deer if they wish but the privilege ex-
tends no further.

A FEW YEARS ago some of the landowners
in Colorado County were getting a little wor-
cied about the increasing number of red
wolves. They arranged to have some profes-
sional trappers brought in, equipped with those
cyanide guns that Frank Dobie dislikes so
much, guaranteed to kill anything that bites
down on the scented piece of rabbit fur — for
instance, wolves, coyotes, an occasional house-
hold cur, skunks, bobcats and sometime even
a cow or two.

Wray would have none of it. He told the
trappers to stay off his land. He needed his
wolves to keep up the quality of his deer by
killing off the feeble, the sickly and the occa-
sional fawns with screwworms.

ALSO, HE NEEDED his deer to feed his
wolves, lest they eat up all the rabbits on the
place and then try to kill a calf or two.

I was up on the Grace Place the other day,
along with Frank White, who is an experi-
enced woodsman, and an extremely inexperi-
enced 18-year-old boy named BILL. A minute or
so after 5 AM, after the sky had got so light
that it had washed out nearly all the stars,
the late-rising Belt of Orion and the Milky
Way included, I was squatting on my heels a
few yards from the ashes where White had
cooked supper the night before.

A half-grown possum came shuffling up,
switching his nose and his ears this way and
that, scouting the remains of last night’s sup-
per but unable to figure out exactly where it
was. It had been put away out of his reach.

THE POSSUM finally saw me, stopped and
gave me a suspicious marspial stare. Since
I threw no rocks at him and shot off no
firearms, he finally decided I must be either
friendly or too feeble to be dangerous.

I whistled three or four times, trying to
wake White so he could get up and make
friends with this trusting, not to say gullible,
possum and perhaps even reward his trust by
giving him something to eat.

The possum paid no attention whatever to
the whistling. Neither did White, whose only
response was a snore.

THE POSSUM shuffled clear around the
ashes of the cooking fire three times, going
clockwise. Never finding anything to
eat, he shuffled off toward the creek, hoping
for better luck elsewhere.

This is not meant to give the impression
that possums are especially abundant on the
Grace Place but only that they seem unduly
trustful. No other possums showed up but I
saw a dozen deer. Fresh coyote tracks were all
over the trail that morning.

No wolves showed up. They have not yet
learned to trust Wray, much less his friends.

AUGUST 15, 1962

SECTION 4, PAGE 7
METHODS

This index is designed to enable researchers to find information in the 134 published journals of the Houston Archeological Society more easily. It contains three main sections. These are author and title, site numbers, and key words. Each issue was read thoroughly in order to be able to add key words to the various indices. Creating the author index was straightforward as the author or authors are usually mentioned with each article. However, there were instances where important information is presented with no author named. Examples of these are comments about HAS field schools, workshops, and other Society business. These appear under “Editor” as the author or person responsible for their inclusion in the publication. In some cases, newspaper articles discussing topics relative to archaeology were included without identifying the author. These are indexed as “no author.”

This task became more difficult with the indexing by site numbers and key words. It is my opinion that just the mention of a site number that is part of the title of the article is not sufficient. Often, the site in the title is compared to similar sites in the text of the article. Therefore, these site numbers are included as well. In some cases, sites are mentioned by name only and that makes it difficult to identify the actual number. I was able to find some site numbers by comparison with other reports and searching the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas. Jonathan Jarvis, Head of Records at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL), was able to help me with this and his work resulted in a large number of site names being married to numbers. Some sites were given names by the person who found the site but in too many cases these sites were not recorded at TARL. These names are included with the parenthetical explanation that no site number was found at TARL. If a site has a recorded name it follows the number in parentheses.

The same strategy was followed for the Key Word index. Key words in titles are the main focus of this section, but significant words in the text were also included. Selecting key words is very subjective. In general, the types of subjects included include rivers, creeks, and bayous; bays and lakes; major historic sites by name; faunal and lithic analysis; and references to HAS field schools or projects where members participated. In some cases, titles of articles are included because the subject is important to the general area. Patterson’s (1999c) article entitled “Darl and Yarbrough Points in Southeast Texas” and the article by Black (1988) entitled “Ceramic Analysis” are examples.

Other forms of data are presented in appendices. The first appendix (Appendix I) is a list of newsletters and journals by volume and page that names officers and members of the Society. Appendix II is a list of counties mentioned in the newsletters and journals with the number of sites referenced in each county. Appendix III is a listing of referenced sites in other States.
HAS Journal 134 contains an article by Linda Gorski (2015) entitled “The History of the Houston Archeological Society.” In addition to a brief sequence of events that describe the purpose and success of the Society, she also lists the 36 Charter Members, all previous holders of the office of President, awards given by the Society to its members, awards presented to the Society by other organizations, and HAS field projects and publications. The Journal also published a short article that I wrote entitled “HAS Memories.” As a Charter Member, I wanted to share some of my reminiscences of the early days of the Society.

There are some problems with page numbers in some cases. Sometimes, the pages are not numbered and other times they are not correct. These problems are highlighted in red for easy recognition.
AUTHOR AND TITLE

Anderson, Texas
  1980  Ceramic Analysis of a Late 19th Century Trash Midden, Nottingham, Texas. HASN 66:10-16

  1981  Status Report on Ashton Villa Research. HASN 69:1

Aten, Lawrence E.
  1962a The Origin of Crescent-Shaped Gorgets. HASN 9:1

  1962b Purpose in Archaeology. HASN 7:2

  1964  A Human Crania from the Addicks Dam Basin, Harris County, Texas. HASN 11:6-7

  1965a Reconnaissence in the Lower Trinity River Alluvial Plain. HASN 12:1-3

  1965b Site Reporting. HASN 13:4-5

  1967  Two Unique Beads from the Dayton, Texas Area. HASN 21:4-5

Atwood, W. L.
  1961  Baytown Prehistoric Mounds. HASN 4:3

  1962  Prehistoric Levees. HASN 9:3

  1964  Comments on Gulf Coast Archaeology. HASN 11:4-5

Aucoin, Elizabeth K.
  2000  Additional Data for the Prehistoric Sites at Pine Gully Park, Harris County, Texas. HASJ 126:11-25

Author Not Known
  1961  Montgomery County-Hosteter Creek Number 1. HASN 5:8

  1966a Indians of the Trinity. HASN 16:3-5

  1966b Livingston Survey. HASN 16:5

  1969  Archaeology – A Growing Role for Chemistry. HASN 26:3-4

Bailey, Gordon F.
  1960  The W. T. Jamison Site. HASN 3:2-3

  1961  A Point from Peggy Lake. HASN 4:2-4
Bickley, George W.
1964  Scottsbluff at Red Bluff. HASN 11:5

Black, W. Marshall
1985  Recollections by a New Member. HASJ 81:2-4


1988  Experiments in Replication of Goose Creek Pottery. HASJ 90:1-7

1991a The Lost Lake Ruin: A Memoir. HASJ 100:8-10

1991b On the Shape of a Goose Creek Pot. HASJ 99:14-15

Black, W. Marshall, Leland W. Patterson, and Rebecca Storey
1992  Burials with Marine Shell Grave Goods at 41WH44, Wharton County, Texas. HASJ 102:20-24

Bousman, Britt, Brett Hauk, Lee Nordt, and Paul Goldberg
1998  Systematic Classification of Geological Contexts in Archaeological Sites. HASJ 120:11-15

Briggs, Alton
1983  Cultural Property Assessment of West Bernard Station. HASJ 75:5-10

Brown, Kenneth L.
1980  Archeology, History and the Wallisville Townsite. HASN 67:26-29

Brown, Kenneth L., Randolph Widmer, Marylinda Govaars, and Rikki Rubenstein
1985  Urban Archaeology and History in a Twilight Zone: 13 Blocks on the Edge of Downtown Houston, Texas. HASJ 82:16-21

Burger, Barbara
1974  Status of Work at 41GV66. HASN 47:9-10

Calhoun, Cecil A.
1965  A Possible Cache of Flint from the Mouth of the Guadalupe River. HASN 14:2-4

1966  A Small Campsite near Kenedy, Texas. HASN 18:3-6

1967  Letter to the Editor regarding mound builders with references Texas sites. HASN 20:3-4
Carter, George F.  
1962  Pre-Projectile Point Technologies in America? HASN 9:3

Chaffin-Lohse, Margie  
1980a Government and Archeology. HASN 66:1-4  
1980b New Law for Protection of Historic Resources. HASN 67:4-8

Chandler, C. K.  
1967  Status Report on HAS Week-End Dig HASN 21:3-4

Childers, Ann E.  
1965  A Goose Creek Plain Vessel from the Jamaica Beach Site (41GV5), Galveston County, Texas. HASN 15:3

Copas, Wesley J.  
1984  Preliminary Report on the Analysis of Human Skeletal Remains from the Peikert Site (41WH14), Wharton County, Texas. HASJ 79:1-7

Cotter, John  
1982  “What’s an Amateur, Pop?” HASJ 73:15

Crook, Wilson W., III  
2001  The Thirty Eight Hill Site: A Small Paleoamerican Campsite in Brewster County, Texas. HASJ 127:9-13  
2002-2004  Use of Malacology to Reconstruct the Paleo-Environment of the Upper Trinity River Terrace System, Dallas County, Texas. HASJ 128:10-19  
2006  A Problematic Lithic Occurrence in the Pleistocene Lower Shuler Formation, Milton Pit, Dallas County, Texas. HASJ 130:15-18  
2007  The Dowdy Ferry Site: A Multi-Component Archaic Campsite in Southeastern Dallas County, Texas. HASJ 131:9-25  
2008-2009a  Salado Cave: A Small Late Paleoindian to Archaic Occupation in Bell County, Texas. HASJ 132:13-20  
2008-2009b  An Unusual Late Prehistoric Projectile Point Concentration from the Upper Farmersville Site (41COL34), Collin County, Texas. HASJ 132:21-36
Crook, Wilson W., III (continued)

2014a A Ceramic Spindle Whorl from the Sister Grove Creek Site (41COL36),
Collin County, Texas. HASJ 133:17-21

2014b Two Unique New Quartzite Artifacts from the Lewisville Site (41DN72),
Denton County, Texas. HASJ 133:29-34

2015a A Ceramic Pendant from the Gilky Hill Site (41KF42/41DL406),
Kaufman and Dallas Counties, Texas. HASJ 134:47-52

2015b A Problematic Radiocarbon Date from the Hickory Creek Site
(41DN63) in Denton County, Texas. HASJ 134:53-58.

Crook, Wilson W. III, and Mark D. Hughston

2007 A Terminal Archaic Intrusive Burial from the Dowdy Ferry Site, Dallas
County, Texas. HASJ 133:27-33

2014a An Occurrence of a Lead Ochre Paint Pot at the Upper Farmersville
Site (41), Collin County, Texas. HASJ 133:23-27

2014b Shell Hoes from the Sister Grove Creek Site (41COL36), Collin County,
Texas. HASJ 133:11-15

2015a Mano a Mano: East Fork Grinding Stones. HASJ 134:29-40

2015b A Second Spindle Whorl from the East Fork. HASJ 134:41-46

Crook, Wilson W. III, and Jack Farrell

2015 A Puebloan Ceramic Sherd from Brazoria County, Texas.
HASJ 134:25-28

Dieckman, John J.

1960 Collections Given to University. HASN 2:1

Duke, Alan R.

1960 Scratching at Smith Point. HASN 2:2

1961 Unusual Artifacts from Site 41AU1, Austin County, Texas. 5:2
(The are pages not numbered)


HASN 8:4

1964 A Pottery Bowl from Peggy Lake, Harris County, Texas. HASN 11:3
Duke, Alan R. (continued)


1965b Status of Site Surveys in the Livingston Reservoir Area. HASN 12:1

1966 Field Activities of the HAS. HAS 18:1-2

1967 Houston Lighting and Power Company Site No. 1 (41HR72). HASN 20:5-6


1970 Analysis of Ceramic and Bone Artifacts from 41HR73 (Surface Collection). HASN 34:3-4

1971 Analysis of Lithic Material from 41HR73 (Surface Collection). HASN 36:3-6

1974a Another Artifact from San Jacinto. HASN 46:7

1974b Artifacts from San Jacinto. HASN 45:4-7

1974c A Clay Pipe from Peggy Lake (Harris County, Texas). HASN 47:10

1974d The East Bay Sites (Chambers County, Texas). HASN 44:8-10
  (The complete report was not on the website)

1974e A Harris County Shell Site. HASN 47:2

1975 Interior Incising in Pottery from Coastal Southeast Texas. HASN 48:2

1976a The “Shallow Lake” Sites – Chambers County, Texas. HASN 51:2-4

1976b The “Shallow Lake” Sites – Chambers County, Texas (Lake Surprise). HASN 54:9-10

1977 Site Survey on San Jacinto Bay – Harris County. HASN 58:7-8

1981a The Goebel Site (41AU1): An Archaic-Neo American Site in Austin County, Texas (Part 1). HASN 71:1-4

1981b 41HR74 – A Harris County Shell Site on Lower San Jacinto Bay. HASN 70:18-30

1981c Status Report on the Muller Site – 41HR74. HASN 69:3
Duke, Alan R. (continued)

1982a The Goebel Site (41AU1): An Archaic Site – Neo-American Site in Austin County, Texas (Part 2). HASJ 72:5-7

1982b The Goebel Site (41AU1): An Archaic Neo-American Site in Austin County, Texas. (Part 3) HASJ 73:22-25

1982c The Goebel Site (41AU1): An Archaic Neo-American Site in Austin County, Texas. (Part 3) HASJ 74:8-10
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Ebersole 1991
Huebner 1988

Sabine River
Crook 2002-2004,
Patterson 1989c, 2005a,

Salado Creek
Crook 2008-2009a

Sam Houston National Forest
Moore 1999

San Antonio (town site)
Epperson 1993a
San Antonio River

McClure 1989

San Antonio Road

Epperson 1993b

San Antonio Road (on 1807 Texas map)

Epperson 1993b

San Bernard River

Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992
Neck 1991
Patterson 1998d, 1999e, 2008-2009b
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1995
Patterson, Hudgins, and Gregg 2006

San Francisco River

Epperson 1993a

San Jacinto Battleground

Duke (Alan) 1974a, 1974b
Nuckols 1992

San Jacinto Bay

Patterson and Marshall 1989
San Jacinto River (basin, drainage)
Black 1991a
Duke 1992
Ebersole 1991
Ensor 1990
Epperson 1991
Moore 1988
Nuckols 1992
Patterson 1990f, 1994d, 2008-2009a
Patterson and Marshall 1989

San Luis Pass
Ebersole 1991

San Telesforo
Epperson 1992

Scientific Method (The)
Ellis 1991c

Settlement Patterns
Patterson 1991d

Shell Middens
Fullen 1978
Kindall 1996
Kindall and Patterson 1993
Patterson 1993c, 1997a, 2008-2009b
Patterson and Marshall 1989
Patterson and Ebersole 1992
Patterson, Hudgins, and Sebesta 1994
Worthington 1961

Shellfish Processing and Utilization
Patterson 2008-2009c

Shilow Creek (aka Arroyo de Calzones)
Epperson 1997
Sims Bayou
McClure 1989

Sister Grove Creek
Crook 2008-2009

Site Reporting
Aten 1965b

Smith Point (Chambers County)
Dieckman 1960
Duke (Alan) 1960
Ebersole 1991
Hartman 1963a

South Mayde Creek
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992b

Southwest Pass
Ebersole 1991

Spanish Colonial sites (churches, forts, and missions)
Editor 1970j
Epperson 1992
Epperson and Fullen 1987
Glass 1989
Patterson 1993e

Surface Collections (Value of)
Patterson 1998d

Sydnora (ruins)
Epperson 1991
Nuckols 1992
Taylor Lake
Editor 1970d, 1970e

Technological Interaction (Archeocentrism) and Change
Patterson 1988c, 1993d

Test Excavations
Patterson and Hudgins 1987d, 1987e, 1988d, 1988e, 1991b

Texas map (dated 1807)
Epperson 1993a

Texas Panhandle
Sharp 1969a

Thin Sectioning Potsherds (for analysis)
Zingula 1965

Trade (among Indian groups and Europeans)
Kindall 1996
Kindall and Patterson 1993
May 1993b, 1994
Patterson 1989c, 1998d
Patterson and Hudgins 1989a
Powell 1990

Trans-Pecos
Crook 2001

Trinidad de Salcedo
Epperson 1992, 1993a, 1993b

Trinidad de Salcedo (on 1807 Texas map)
Epperson 1993a, 1993b
Trinidad de Salcedo (cattle brands of the settlers)
Epperson 1993a

Trinidad de Salcedo (plan of Stockade in 1812)
Epperson 1993b

Trinity River (bay, basin, delta, and drainage)
Aten 1965a
Author not known 1966a
Crook and Hughston 2007
Patterson 1999d
Ebersole 1991
Epperson 1992, 1997
Glass 1989
Kindall 2006
Kindall and Patterson 1993
McClure 1994, 1997a, 1997b
May 1993a
Neck 1992,
Patterson 1990f, 1991g, 1997a
Patterson, Ebersole, and Kindall 1991
Patterson and Ebersole 1992
Patterson and Gardner 1993

Turtle Bay
Worthington 1961

Turtle Bay Period
Ensor 1990

Village de Atakapas
Patterson 1998d

Wallisville Reservoir
Duke (Alan) 1966
West Bernard Creek

Patterson and Hudgins 1999, 2007
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1999

West Bernard River

Hudgins 1993

White Oak Bayou

Ensor 1990
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson 1998d

White Rock Creek

Crook 2002-2004

Winters Bayou (Hopkins Branch)

Moore 1990
Moore and Dockall 1988
SITES

Anderson County

41AN19 (A. C. Saunders site)
Neck 1992

Andrews County

41AD2 (Salt Cedar site; Mabee Lake Site B)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

41AD8 (one of the Andrews Lake sites)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

41AD9 (one of the Andrews Lake sites)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Angelina County

No sites

Aransas County

41AS78 (no site name on site form)
Duke and Duke 1979a

Austin County

41AU1 (Mill Creek #3; aka Goebel site)
Dieckman 1960
Duke (Bruce) 1985b
Duke and Duke 1988
Gregg 1997
Worthington 1961
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AUSTIN COUNTY (Continued)

41AU2 (San Felipe de Austin)
Gorski 2015

41AU4 (Mill Creek #1)
Duke (Alan) 1989
Duke (Bruce) 1985b
Duke and Duke 1988

41AU7 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f

41AU18 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f

41AU36 (Earnest site)
Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992
Hall 1988
McClure 1987c
Patterson 1995c, 1999a, 1999h
Patterson and Hudgins 1987c, 1988d

41AU37 (no site name on site form)
Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992
McClure 1987c
Patterson 1991b, 1995c, 1998b

41AU38 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1987c
Patterson 1995c

41AU55 (Brandes site)
Hall 1988

41AU88 (Kinghorn site)
Gorski 2015
Bee County
No sites

Bell County
41BL986 (Roden site)
Crook 2008-2009a

41BL1170 (Salado Cave)
Crook 2008-2009a

41BL323 (Gault site)
Crook 2015b

Bexar County
No sites

Bosque County
41BQ46 (Horn Shelter 2)
Patterson 1997g

Brazoria County
41BO1 (Hall’s Lake #1)
Dieckman 1960
Neyland and Worthington 1962

41BO2 (Nymph Point #1 site)
Patterson 1998d
Stevenson 1960a

41BO15 (L-CL for L. Cleaver)
Patterson 1998d
BRAZORIA COUNTY (Continued)

41BO25 (Yelderman #1 site)
Patterson 1997f

41BO27 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f, 1997g

41BO28 (Dement site)
Patterson 1997f

41BO35 (Dow Cleaver site)
Hollingsworth 1981
Patterson 1998d

41BO79 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41BO165 (Levi Jordan Plantation)
Gorski 2015

41BO167 (Yelderman site)
Patterson 1998d
Patterson and Hudgins 1988a,

41FB13 (no site name on site form)
Dieckman 1960
Neyland and Worthington 1962

Brewster County

41BS602 (Thirty Eight Hill)
Crook 2001
Briscoe County

41BI142 (Rex Rogers site)
Patterson 1997g

Burleson County

Welch's Park (41BU46 or 41BU53)
Duke (Alan) 1989

Burnett County

J. A. Stinnett Farm (no site number found at TARL)
Duke (Alan) 1989

Calhoun County

No sites

Cameron County

No sites

Chambers County

41CH13 (Mayes Marsh 10)
Editor 1966b

41CH16 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41CH20 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH22 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978
Patterson 1993e, 1998d
CHAMBERS COUNTY (Continued)

41CH28 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH31 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41CH32 (no site name on site form)
Editor 1966b

41CH38 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH51 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH52 (no site name on site form)
Editor 1966b

41CH53 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978
Patterson 1993e, 1998d

41CH54 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1976, 1978
Patterson 1993e, 1998d

41CH57 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Alan) 1986c
Epperson and Fullen 1087
Fullen 1978
Patterson 1993e, 1998d
CHAMBERS COUNTY (Continued)

41CH62 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978

41CH63 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978

41CH66 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978

41CH77 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH98 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH103 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH109 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH110 (no site name on site form)
Fullen 1978
Patterson 1992b, 1993e, 1998d

41CH119 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41CH126 (no site name on site form)
Ebersole 1991

41CH127 (no site name on site form)
Ebersole 1991
CHAMBERS COUNTY (Continued)

41CH128 (no site name on site form)
Ebersole 1991

41CH161 (no site name on site form)
Kindall 1996
Kindall and Patterson 1993
McClure 1994, 1997a, 1997b
May 1993a, 1993b, 1994
Patterson 1993e, 1997a, 1998d

41CH163 (no site name on site form)
Ebersole 1991

41CH172 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41CH273 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1994a, 2001b

41CH287 (Discharge Pond site)
Ebersole 1991

41CH290 (Alligator Bayou NW site)
Patterson 1995b, 1999e
Patterson and Ebersole 1992

41CH299 (Delhomme's Reef site)
Ebersole 1991

41CH308 (Jack's Pass site)
Ebersole 1991

41CH309 (Blind Bayou site)
Ebersole 1991
CHAMBERS COUNTY (Continued)

41CH310 (no site name on site form)
Ebersole 1991

41CH312
Ebersole 1991

41CH313
Ebersole 1991

Shallow Lake Sites
Duke 1976a

Cherokee County

41CE19 (George C. Davis site)
Crook 2014a, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015b
Moore 1986
Neyland and Aten 1971

Clay County

No sites

Collin County

41COL1 (Hogge Bridge site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41COL2 (Butler hole site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b
COLLIN COUNTY (Continued)

41COL3 (Thompson Lake site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b

41COL4 (Mouth of Pilot site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b

41COL9 (Branch site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b,

41COL10 (Campbell Hole site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a,
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41COL34 (Upper Farmersville Site)
Crook 2007, 2008-2009b
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a

41COL36 (Sister Grove Creek site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2014a, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b

41COL40 (Bullock Mound)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015b

41COL65 (Enloe site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41COL66 (380 Bridge site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b
COLLIN COUNTY (Continued)

41COL165 (Frognol site)
Crook 2007
Crook 2008-2009b

41COL167 (Mantooth site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015b

Colorado County

41CD70 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1981b

41CD127 (Koehl site)
Patterson, Hudgins, and Sebesta 1994

Comanche County

41CJ4 (no site name on site form)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Cottle County

41CT10 (Donald Love site)
Sharp 1969b

Crockett County

41CX5 (Dunlap Complex Shelter)
Editor 1966e
Dallas County

41DL11 (Denton Tap Road)
Crook 2007

41DL12 (Carrollton Dam)
Crook 2007

41DL16 (Obshner site)
Crook 2007

41DL18 (Y-41DL18)
Crook 2007

41DL23 (Bachman’s Dam)
Crook 2007

41DL27 (Albritton/Carrollton Skeleton)
Crook 2007

41DL30 (Wheeler site)
Crook 2007

41DL55 (no site name on site form)
Crook 2007

41DL55 (Wood Pit site)
Crook 2007

31DL76 (no site name on site form)
Crook 2007

41DL116 (no site name on site form)
Crook 2007
DALLAS COUNTY (Continued)

41DL131 (Denton Creek)
Crook 2007

41DL230 (Milton – according to Crook))
Crook 2007

41DL235 (Cottonwood site)
Crook 2007

41DL281 (no site form)
Crook 2007

41DL322 (Dowdy Ferry site)
Crook 2007
Crook and Hughston 2007

41DL406 (Gilky Hill site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015b,

41DL429 (Post Oak site)
Crook 2007

Garland Cemetery (no site number found at TARL)
Crook 2007

Hutchings (no site number found at TARL)
Crook 2007

Melaun site (no site number found at TARL)
Crook 2007
DALLAS COUNTY (Continued)

*Walnut Creek (no site number found at TARL)*
Crook 2007

Denton County

41DN6 (Lake Dallas site)
Crook 2007

41DN63 (Hickory Creek site)
Crook 2014b, 2015b

41DN72 (Lewisville site)
Crook 2014b, 2015b

Dimmit County

41DM46 (Whatley site)
Hester 1971

El Paso County

41EP4 (Sabina Mountain Number 2 site)
Nuckols 2015

Fayette County

41FY74 (no site name on site form)
Perttula 2008-2009

41FY135 (Sandbur site)
Perttula 2008-2009
FAYETTE COUNTY (Continued)

41FY516 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 2001a
Patterson and Hudgins 1992a

Fort Bend County

41FB3 (Bowser site)

Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992
Gorski 2015
Patterson 1998e, 1999a, 1999h, 1999b, 2002-2004a, 2002-2004b
Patterson and Black 1991
Patterson and Hudgins 1991a

41FB12 (Don Terry site)

Patterson 1999f

41FB13 (Albert George site)

Hall 1988
Patterson 2005b

41FB28 (no site name on site form)

Gorski 2015
Patterson, Hudgins, and Gregg 2006
Patterson 2001a

41FB32 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1989
Neck 1991
Patterson and Hudgins 1987d, 1987e, 1988d, 1988e
FORT BEND COUNTY (Continued)

41FB34 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1986a
McClure and Patterson 1988
Neck 1986

41FB35 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1993b
Patterson 2008-2009b
Patterson and Hudgins 1992a

41FB37 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1987b
Patterson and Hudgins 1987e, 1988d, 1988e, 1992a, 1992b

41FB39 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a

41FB42 (Ferguson site)

Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992
Gorski 2015
Kindall and Patterson 1993
Patterson and Hudgins 1992a
Patterson, Hudgins, and Palmer 2001

41FB43 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Hudgins 1989b, 1992b

41FB44 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a
FORT BEND COUNTY (Continued)

41FB46 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a

41FB49 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a

41FB51 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a

41FB53 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a

41FB55 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a

41FB71 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998b

41FB90 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e, 1999b
Patterson and Black 1991
Patterson and Hudgins 1991a

41FB95 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1987a
Patterson and Black 1991
Patterson and Hudgins 1987c, 1991a

41FB99 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e
FORT BEND COUNTY (Continued)

41FB101 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Bruce) 1985c, 1986c

41FB102 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Bruce) 1985a, 1985c, 1986b
Patterson 1997f

41FB129 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Bruce) 1986c
Patterson 2005b

41FB158 (Svobada site)
Patterson 1997f, 1997g
Patterson and Hudgins 1988a

41FB190 (Jester Farm site #3)
Patterson and Hudgins 1991a
Patterson 1993a, 1994c
Patterson, Hudgins, and Sebesta 1994

41FB198 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1994a, 1998b, 2001b, 2005b

41FB200 (Yahola site)
Patterson 1998d

41FB223 (Joe Davis site)
Gorski 2015
Patterson 1994e, 1995c, 1997c, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b, 1998e, 1999a, 1999h
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, McClure, and Pollan 1995

41FB224 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e, 1999a, 1999e, 1999f
Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2000
FORT BEND COUNTY (Continued)

41FB225 (Plant Site A & B)

Patterson 2005b

41FB228 (Parish Plant 5)

Patterson 2001b

41FB245 (Smithers Lake site)

Patterson 1997g, 2001b

41FB249 (no site name on site form)


41FB251 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1998d

41FB255 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 2002-2004b
Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2000

41FB269 (Elizabeth Powell site)

Gorski 2015
Gregg 2006

41FB282 (Crutcha site)

Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2000

41FB287 (Smart site)

Patterson, Hudgins, and Palmer 2001

41FB290 (Grand River site – sites “a” and “b”)

Gorski 2015
Marek 2002-2004
FORT BEND COUNTY (Continued)

41FB297 (Hoot #1 site)
Patterson and Hudgins 2007

Austin site (no site number found at TARL)
Patterson 1997

Fort Bend “A” (no site number found at TARL)
Patterson 1997

FBSM-A (no site number found at TARL)
Patterson 1997

Galveston County

41GV1 (Caplen Mound site)
Patterson 1998d
Powell 1990

41GV5 (Jamaica Beach Site)
Childers 1965
Editor 1967b
Few, Gatliiff, and Storey 1990
Patterson 1998d
Ring 1963

41GV6 (Singing Sands site)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41GV53 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Bruce) 1999
Gorski 2015
Patterson 2001b, 2002-2004b, 2008-2009a
GALVESTON COUNTY (Continued)

41GV65 (Ashton Villa)
Anderson 1981
Editor 1982
Kindall 1982
Patterson 2001a

41GV66 (Mitchell Ridge site)
Burger 1974
Duke (Alan) 1987b,
Editor 1974f
Fullen 1976
Patterson 1996c, 1998e, 1998d, 1999e

41GV71 (Nottingham Lace Factory)
Anderson 1980
Wetzel 1980a, 1980b

41GV82 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41GV101 (no site name on site form)
Huebner 1988
Patterson 1996b

41GV140 (Jean Lafitte’s home)
Nuckols 1999

41GV170 (no site name on site form)
Gorski 2015

Goliad County

Scarborough site (no site number found at TARL)
Calhoun 1966
Grimes County

41GM166 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f, 2005b

41GM181 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998b

41GM201 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 2005b

41GM281 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d
Perttula 2008-2009

Hardin County

No sites

Harris County

41HR2 (41/66A6-6 - no site name on site form)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41HR4 (66A6-8 - no site name on site form)
Patterson 1995e

41HR5 (Doering site)
Duke (Alan) 1989
Ensor 1990
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a, 1992b
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR6 (42/66A-4 - Kobs 4)
Aten 1964
Ensor 1990
McClure 1982a

41HR7 (Kobs site)
Patterson 1992b, 1999f, 2005b

41HR22 (no site name on site form)
Ensor 1990

41HR31 (Houston Ship Channel site #2)
Dieckman 1960

41HR32 (DeZavala Homesite)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41HR39 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41HR45 (Neylands Crystal Bay #2 site)
Patterson and Marshall 1989

41HR50 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992b

41HR64 (Galena site – camp “C”)
Huebner 1988
Patterson 1996b

41HR71 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Alan) 1974e, 1977
Duke (Bruce) 1999
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR72 (no site name on site form)

Duke (Bruce) 1999
Gorski 2015
Patterson 1999g, 2001b

41HR73 (no site name on site form)

Duke (Bruce) 1999
Patterson 1997g, 1998b, 1999g, 2005b

41HR74 (Muller site)

Duke (Alan) and Muller 1980
Kindall 1982
Patterson 2008-2009a

41HR75 (no site name on site form)

Editor 1970d, 1970e

41HR80 (Harris County Boy’s School site)

Duke (Alan) 1986c
Editor 1969b, 1970c

41HR81 (Fools’ Hill site)

Fullen 1976
O’Brien 1970

41HR82 (Armand Bayou (aka Fullen #4)

Editor 1970f
Patterson 1992b

41HR85 (Harris County Boys School site)

Duke (Alan) 1986c
Editor 1970c
Gorski 2015
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR86 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Alan) 1986c
Editor 1970c

41HR89 (Laura Lackner site)

41HR91 (Channel site)
Neyland 1970a

41HR104 (Houston Ship Channel site #5)
Neyland 1960

41HR105 (Houston Ship Channel site #6)
Neyland 1960

41HR124 (Peggy Lake #1)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41HR133 (Peggy Lake #10)
Moore (Roger) 1985

41HR139 (Gus Wortham site)
McClure 1975c
Patterson 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41HR160 (no site name on site form)
Duke 1977

41HR172 (no site name on site form)
Patterson and Marshall 1989
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR173 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g
Patterson and Marshall 1989

41HR174 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Marshall 1989

41HR182 (no site name on site form)


41HR183 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1977c

41HR184 (no site name on site form)


41HR185 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1982, 1989a, 1998b, 1995c

41HR186 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1975c

41HR194 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f, 1997g

41HR206 (no site name on site form)


41HR207

Patterson 1978a
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR208 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1978a, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41HR209 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976b, 1987a, 1997g, 1998b

41HR210 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976d, 1989a, 1994c, 1995c
Patterson and McClure 1983

41HR213
Patterson 1977c

41HR214 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1977c, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41HR215 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1977d, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41HR217 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1974c

41HR223 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1977a, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e, 2001a

41HR226 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1979c, 1989a, 1995c, 1997g, 1998e

41HR233 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1977b, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson and Marshall 1989
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR240 (Caskey's site 3 and 3A)
McClure 1980c
Patterson 1997f

41HR244 (no site name on site form)
Patterson and McClure 1983

41HR246 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41HR247 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e, 1998e

41HR248 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976c, 1976e, 2005b

41HR249 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e, 1998e

41HR250 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997g, 1998b, 1998e

41HR251 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e, 1998e

41HR252 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e

41HR253 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR254 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e

41HR255 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e

41HR256 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e

41HR257 (Watonga Park site)
McClure 1977c
Patterson 1998e

41HR258 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1976b

41HR259 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1974, 1976a, 1976b
Patterson 1998e
Patterson 1997f, 1998b, 41HR256

41HR267 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1976e, 1978b, 1989a, 1995c

41HR268 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1976b
Patterson 1998b

41HR269 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1981b
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR273 (Alabonson Road site)
Ensor 1990
McClure 1978a, 1978b
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson 1989a, 1989b, 1991a, 1994c, 1995c, 1997g, 1998e, 1999a, 1999f, 2001a,

41HR274 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1977b

41HR275 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Alan) 1991

41HR276 (no site name on site form)
Duke (Alan) 1987b

41HR278 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b
Patterson 1992b

41HR279 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b
Patterson 1989a, 1992b, 1995c, 1998b

41HR279-A (probably part of 41HR279)
McClure 1979b, 1979c, 1979d, 1980b

41HR279-B (probably part of 41HR279)
McClure 1980a, 1980b

41HR279-C (probably part of 41HR279)
McClure 1980a
41HR280 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b

41HR281 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1982b
Patterson 1992b

41HR282 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1981a
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson 1997g

41HR283 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1982c
McClure and Patterson 1988,
Patterson 1998b, 1998e

41HR284 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1981c

41HR285 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1977d, 1981a
Patterson 1997g, 1998e

41HR286 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1977d

41HR287 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1977c

41HR290 (no site name on site form)
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson 1997g, 1998b
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR291 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b

41HR292 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b
Patterson 1992b

41HR293 (no site name on site form)

41HR297 (CCC #15)
McClure 1980b

41HR298 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1979b

41HR299 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1977d

41HR301 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1981b

41HR304 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1980b

41HR315 (Owen site)
Gorski (2015)
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson and Hudgins 1987d, 1987e, 1992b
Patterson, Leland W., Ken Marriott, and Lin Marriott 1990
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR332 (no site name on site form)
McClure and Patterson 1989
Patterson 1996b, 1997g

41HR343 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997b, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a

41HR354 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992b

41HR375 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998b

41HR420 (Seabrook Park A)
Aucoin 2000

41HR421 (Seabrook Park HS-1)
Aucoin 2000

41HR422 (Seabrook ParkSm-1)
Aucoin 2000
Patterson 1994a, 2001b

41HR425 (Kellum Noble House)
Gorski 2015

41HR524 (Quezada site)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41HR525 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1985b, 1997b, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson, Murk, and Murk 1984
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR541 (Confluence site)
Ensor 1990
Patterson 1992b

41HR571
Patterson 1986c, 1987a, 1997b, 1997d, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a

41HR616 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992c

41HR618 (no site name on site8//8 form)
Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998d
Patterson and Marshall 1989

41HR619 (no site name on site form)
Black 1991
Patterson 1997g
Patterson and Marshall 1989

41HR624 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1993e, 1997b, 1997g, 1998d
Patterson, Marriott, and Mariott 1990
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a, 1992b

41HR632 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998e

41HR639 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1992a
Patterson 1990c, 1990d, 1993c, 2008-2009a
Patterson, Ebersole, and Kindall 1991

41HR641 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1990f, 1991g, 1993c, 1997b, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b, 2005b
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR642 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1990f, 1991g, 1993c, 1997g
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a, 1992b

41HR684 (Seaberg Site C)

Patterson 1991g, 1998b

41HR729 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1998d

41HR730 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f, 1998b
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992b

41HR731 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1996b, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a, 1992b

41HR732 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997d, 1997f
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992b

41HR745 (no site name on site form)

Kindall and Patterson 1993
Patterson 1993f, 1997a, 1998e

41HR792 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g
Patterson, and Kirk 1996

41HR793 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g
Patterson, and Kirk 1996
HARRIS COUNTY (Continued)

41HR794 (no site name on site form)
Patterson, and Kirk 1996

41HR796 (Diamond Knoll Site)
Gorski 2015

41HR1165 (Timber Fawn Clovis Site)
Gorski 2015

Berry Gully site (no site number found at TARL)
Fullen (Lou) 1965

Hungerford site (no site number found at TARL)
Kindall 1982

Wharton Site (no site number found at TARL)
Kindall 1982

Harrison County

41HS16 (Resch site)
Patterson 1993b

Hays County

Sam Marcos Area (no sites mentioned)
Duke (Alan) 1989

Henderson County

No sites
Hill County

41HI180
Hester, Asaro and Stross 1982

Hopkins County

41HP106 (Hurricane Hill site)
Crook and Hughston 2014a

Houston County

No sites

Hutchinson County

41HC2 (no name on TARL Key Site Card)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Jasper County

41JP94 (Glorianna site)
Few 1982, 1987

41JP99 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997g

41JP100 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997g

41JP101 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997g

Jefferson County

41JF50 (McFaddin Beach site)
Patterson 1996b, 1997d, 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Karnes County

41KA1 (Scarborough Site)
Calhoun 1966

41KA7 (Tessman site)
Hester, Birmingham, Schmedlin 1973

Kaufman County

41KF4 (Raglan site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a, Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b

41KF17 (Kings Creek or 27B8-8)
Crook 2007

41KF42 (Gilky Hill site)
Crook 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41KF50 (Bachelor Creek site)
Crook 2007

41KF57 (Edwards site or Basin Survey 27D-1)
Crook 2007

41KF59 (Mikias site)
Crook 2007

City of Kaufman site (no site form found at TARL)
Crook 2007

41KF57 (Edwards site)
Crook 2007
Kerr County

No sites

Kleberg County

41KL54 (no site name on site form)
Hester 1973

Knox County

41KX10 (no site name on site form)
Hester, Asaro and Stross 1982

41KX26 (no site name on site form)
Hester, Asaro and Stross 1982

Lamar County

41LR2 (Sanders Site)
Crook and Hughston 2014b

Lampasas County

41LN3 (McCann Site)
Patterson 1988c

Lee County

No sites
Liberty County

41LB2 (Jamison Site)

Aten 1967
Bailey, Gordon 1960
Editor 1967a
Gorski 2015
McClure 1975c
Moore 2015
Patterson 1989a, 1993c, 1995c, Patterson 1998d, 2005b
Worthington 1961

41LB4 (no site name on site form)

Fullen 1978
Patterson 1998d

41LB15 (Atascosito Spring site)

Patterson 1997g

41LB54 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1993c

41LB55 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1993c

41LB60 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g

41LB61 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g

41LB66 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g, 1998b

41LB78 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g
LIBERTY COUNTY (Continued)

41LB80 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997g

Damek site (No trinomial)
Duke (Alan) 1962b

Llano County
No sites

McMullen County
No sites

Matagorda County
41MG50 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1998

41MG52 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1998

Milam County
41MM384 (Gause calaboose)
Moore 2014a

Montgomery County
41MQ4 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 2005b

41MQ5 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1989
Patterson 1992c, 1997f, 2005b
MONTGOMERY COUNTY (Continued)

41MQ6 (no site name on site form)

41MQ14 (no site name on site form)
Chandler 1967
Editor 1968g
Gorski 2015

41MQ44 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1979a

41MQ48 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1979a

41MQ106 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d

41MQ118 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992c

Hosteter Creek Number 1 (no site number found at TARL)
Author Not Known 1961

Nacogdoches County
No sites

Newton County
No sites

Nueces County
No sites
Orange County

41OR6 (no site name on site form)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41OR13 (no site name on site form)
Neyland and Aten 1971

41OR51 (Meyer Bayou site)
Neyland and Aten 1971

Polk County

41PK8 (no site name on site form)
Editor 1966c
Fullen (Margie) 1965

41PK69 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992c, 1997b, 1997g, 1998b, 1998d

41PK88 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1994c, 1998e, 1998d, 1999f, 2005b

41PK89 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1992c, 1999f

Dove Island (No site number found at TARL)
Duke (Alan) 1989

Rains County

41RA2 (no site name on TARL Key Site Card)
Duke (Alan) 1989
Duke and Duke 1988
Real County

41RE62 (Keystone Patch)
Hester, Asaro and Stross 1982

Roberts County

41RB2 (McGarraugh Village)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Rockwall County

41RW1 (Lower Rockwall site)
Crook 2008-2009b
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a

41RW2 (Upper Rockwall site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston, 2015a, 2015b

41RW4 (Glen Hill site)
Crook 2008-2009b, 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015a, 2015b

41RW6 (Shortney site)
Crook 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41RW7 (Barnes Bridge site)
Crook 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

41RW10 (Randle Site)
Crook 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2014a, 2015b
ROCKWALL COUNTY (Continued)

41RW11 (Lower Rockwall site)
Crook 2015a
Crook and Hughston 2015a, 2015b

Sabine County

No sites

San Jacinto County

41SJ16 (Trichell site)
Patterson 1989a, 1992c, 1995c

41SJ19 (no site name on TARL Key Site Card)
Editor 1966c
Fullen (Margie) 1965
Patterson 1992c, 1998b

41SJ159 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1988

41SJ160 (Strawberry Hill site)
Moore and Dockall 1988
Patterson 1989a, 1995c, 1998d, 1999f

41SJ163 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1986d, 1997f, 1998d

41SJ156 (Winters Bayou Site #1)
Dieckman 1960
San Patricio County

41SP20 (no site name on TARL Key Site Card)
Hester 1971

41SP112 (La Playa Ladosa site)
Duke and Duke 1979a, 1979b

San Saba County

No sites

Terrell County

No sites

Travis County

41TV39 (Rogers Spring site)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

41TV289 (McKinney Homestead)
Duke (Alan) 1987b

Trinity County

No sites

Tyler County

41TL31 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Uvalde County

41UV2 (Kincaid Rockshelter)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Val Verde County

41VV99 (no site name on site form)
Robinson 1966

Victoria County

41VT1 (Morhiss site)
Calhoun 1967
Duke (Alan) 1989
Duke and Duke 1988

41VT5 (Miller site)
Hester 1971

Walker County

41WA1 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA2 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA3 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA4 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999
WALKER COUNTY (Continued)

41WA5 (Clyde Green site)
Moore 1999

41WA6 (Goodrow site)
Moore 1999

41WA7 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA8 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA54 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA55 (Reese site)
Moore 1986, 1999
Patterson 1992c

41WA57 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA58 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA60 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA63 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA66 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999
WALKER COUNTY (Continued)

41WA71 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA74 (Redskin Ridge site)
Moore 1999

41WA78 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA83 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999
Patterson 1997g

41WA89 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA97 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA100 (Derrick Adams site)
Patterson 1992c

41WA105 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA109 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

41WA116 (no site name on site form)
Moore 2001
WALKER COUNTY (Continued)

41WA182 (no site form or TARL Key Site Card)
Moore 1999

41WA218 (no site form or TARL Key Site Card)
Moore 1999

41WA220 (J. A. Thomason Plantation)
Moore and Meyers 1997

41WA259 (no site name on site form)
Moore 1999

Waller

41WL3 (Goloby site)
Gorski 2015
Patterson 2002-2004a

41WL14 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1984

41WL15 (no site name on site form)
McClure and Neck 1987
Patterson 1984, 1989a, 1995c

41WL16 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1984

41WL17 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1984

41WL18 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1984
WALLER COUNTY (Continued)

41WL22 (Gassner site)
Patterson 1994b

41WL25 (Pattison site)
Gorski 2015

41WL26 (Tingle site)
Gorski 2015

41WL27 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 2005b
Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2005

41WL28 (Bernardo Plantation)
Gorski 2015

Irons Creek (no site number found at TARL)
Duke (Alan) 1989

Washington County

41WT5 (Washington on the Brazos town site)
Patterson 1998b

Wharton County

41WH2
Hudgins 1993
Patterson 1980a

41WH3 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH5 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997g, 1998d
Patterson and Hudgins 1989e, 1989f

41WH6 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a

41WH7 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson and Hudgins 1980b

41WH8 (Shanklin site)

Patterson 1990c, 1993e, 1998d
Mitchell 1983
Patterson and Hudgins, 1989a, 1989c
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1990

41WH10 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Hudgins 1980a, 1984b, 1985b, 1989f
Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998b

41WH12 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a
McClure 1991b
Patterson and Hudgins, 1989a, 1989c, 1990
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1990
Patterson, Hudgins, and Sebesta 1994
Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2000

41WH13 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH14 (Peikert site)

Copas 1984
Gorski 2015
Hudgins and Kindall 1984
Kindall 1980
Patterson 1992b, 1998d, 2001a

41WH16 (possibly Post West Bernard)

Gorski 2015
Hudgins 1984a, 1984b, 1984c, 1985d, 1990
Patterson 1990c, 1993e, 1998d

41WH18 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Hudgins 1987b

41WH19

Ensor 1990
Gorski 2015
Hudgins 1993, 1998
Hudgins and Patterson 1983
McClure 1983
McClure and Patterson 1988
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1990
Patterson, Marriott, and Mariott 1990
Patterson, Lockwood, Gregg, and Kindall 1992a, 1992b
Patterson, Hudgins, and Sebesta 1994
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1994
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, McClure, and Pollan 1995
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, Gregg, and McClure 1996
Patterson, Hudgins, Palmer, and Palmer 2005
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH20 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1991c
Patterson 1989a, 1995c
Patterson and Hudgins 1988e

41WH21 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1998e
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, Gregg, and McClure 1996

41WH24 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1998b, 1998e
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, McClure, and Pollan 1995

41WH25 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1981a, 1989a, 1995c, 1998e

41WH26 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f, 1997g, 1998b
Patterson and Hudgins 1982b

41WH27 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Hudgins 1999

41WH28 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1984a

41WH32 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1998

41WH36 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1992b
Patterson 1989a, 1995c
Patterson and Hudgins 1989b
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH37 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a
Patterson and Hudgins 1989e, 1989f

41WH38 (no site name on site form)
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1994
Patterson, Hudgins, and Kindall 1996

41WH39 (Crestmont site)
Hall 1988
Hudgins 1981, 1988
Kindall 1982
Patterson 1998a

41WH40 (no site name on site form)
Patterson 1998d
Patterson and Hudgins 1988e, 1989a, 1989c
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1990

41WH44 (no site name on site form)
Black, Patterson, and Storey 1992

41WH50 (no site name on site form)
McClure 1991a
McClure 1992b
Patterson 1989a, 1995c, 1997g
Patterson and Hudgins 1988d, 1988e
Patterson 1989a, 1995c, 1997g

41WH51 (no site name on site form)
Patterson and Hudgins 1988d
Patterson 1997g

41WH59 (no site name on site form)
Hudgins 1984a
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH65 (no site name on site form)

Patterson and Hudgins 1982a

41WH69 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f
Patterson and Hudgins 1991b

41WH72 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1995c, 1999e, 1999f
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1995

41WH73 (no site name on site form)

McClure 1993a
Patterson 1994c, 1995c, 1998e
Patterson and Hudgins 1992b
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1995

41WH74 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1992b, 1994c, 1998d
Patterson and Hudgins 1989a, 1989c
Patterson, Hudgins, and McClure 1990

41WH77 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1998e, 2002-2004a
Patterson, Hudgins, Kindall, and McClure 1995, 1999

41WH78 (no site name on site form)

Patterson 1997f, 1997g
Patterson and Hudgins 1988c

41WH80 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1998

41WH83 (no site name on site form)

Hudgins 1998
WHARTON COUNTY (Continued)

41WH88 (Sycamore Grove site)
Gorski 2015

41WH91 (Badger site)
Gorski 2015

41WH128 (Boling calaboose)
Moore 2014a

Williamson County

41WM56 (no site name on site form)
Hester, Asaro, and Stross 1980

Wood County

A. C. Floarnoy Farm site (no trinomial issued by TARL)
Duke and Duke 1988
APPENDIX I – OFFICERS AND MEMBERS

HASN 3:6 – Charter Members and Officers 1959-1960

HASN 4:6-7 – Members and Officers

HASN 5:11 – New Members

HASN 6:1 – New Officers

HASN 6:4 – Members

HASN 7:4 – New Members

HASN 10:1 – New Officers

HASN 10:11 – Members

HASN 12:1 – Officers – 1964-1965

HASN 12:5 – Members


HASN 13:3 – New Members

HASN 14:1 – Officers – 1964-1965

HASN 14:2 – New Members

HASN 15:(cover) – Officers – 1965-1966

HASN 15:4 – New Members

HASN 16:(cover) – Officers – 1965-1966

HASN 16:6 – New Members

HASN 17:1- Officers – 1965-1966

HASN 17:5 – New Members

HASN 18:2 – New Members

HAS 19:4-5 - Membership as of November
HASN 20:6 - New Members

HASN 22:3 - “Welcome” to a New HAS Member

HASN 29:6-9 - Membership List as of May 31, 1969

HASN 36:1 New HAS Members

HASN 38:6-7 Membership List, January 1972

HASN 39:8 Membership List: Additions and Changes, September 1971

HASN 40:3 New HAS Members
APPENDIX II - COUNTIES

ANDERSON: 1 site
ANDREWS: 3 sites
ANGELINA: 0 sites
ARANSAS: 1 site
AUSTIN: 10 sites

BEE: 0 sites
BELL: 3 sites
BEXAR: 0 sites
BOSQUE (1 site discussed)
BRAZORIA (11 sites discussed)
BREWSTER (1 site discussed)
BRISCOE (1 site discussed)
BURLESON (1 site discussed)
BURNETT (1 sites discussed)

CALHOUN (0 sites discussed)
CAMERON (0 sites discussed)
CHAMBERS (35 sites discussed)
CHEROKEE (1 site discussed)
CLAY (0 sites discussed)
COLLIN (13 sites discussed)
COLORADO (2 sites discussed)
COMANCHE (1 site discussed)
COTTLE (1 site discussed)
CROCKETT (1 site discussed)

DALLAS (22 sites discussed)
DENTON (3 sites discussed)
DIMMIT (1 site discussed)

EL PASO (1 site discussed)

FAYETTE (3 sites discussed)
FORT BEND (44 sites discussed)

GALVESTON (11 sites discussed)
GOLIAD (1 site discussed)
GRIMES (4 sites discussed)

HARDIN (0 sites discussed)
HARRIS (121 sites discussed)
HARRISON (1 site discussed)
HAYS (0 sites discussed)
HENDERSON (0 sites discussed)
HILL (1 site discussed)
HOPKINS (1 site discussed)
HOUSTON (0 sites discussed)
HUTCHINSON (1 site discussed)
JASPER (4 sites discussed)
JEFFERSON (1 site discussed)
KARNES (2 sites discussed)
KAUFMAN (8 sites discussed)
KERR (0 sites discussed)
KLEBURG (1 site discussed)
KNOX (2 sites discussed)
LAMAR (1 site discussed)
LAMPASAS (1 site discussed)
LEE (0 sites discussed)
LIBERTY (11 sites discussed)
LLANO (0 sites discussed)
MCMULLEN (0 sites discussed)
MATAGORDA (2 sites discussed)
MILAM (1 site discussed)
MONTGOMERY (9 sites discussed)
NACOGDOCHES (0 sites discussed)
NEWTON (0 sites discussed)
NUECES (0 sites discussed)
ORANGE (3 sites discussed)
POLK (5 sites discussed)
RAINS (1 site discussed)
REAL (1 site discussed)
ROBERTS (1 site discussed)
ROCKWALL (7 sites discussed)
SABINE (0 sites discussed)
SAN JACINTO (6 sites discussed)
SAN PATRICIO (2 sites discussed)
SAN SABA (0 sites discussed)
TERRELL (0 sites discussed)
TRAVIS (2 sites discussed)
TRINITY (0 sites discussed)
TYLER (1 site discussed)

UVALDE (1 site discussed)

VAL VERDE (1 sites discussed)
VICTORIA (2 sites discussed)

WALKER (29 sites discussed)
WALLER (12 sites discussed)
WASHINGTON (1 site discussed)
WHARTON (42 sites discussed)
WILLACY (0 sites discussed)
WILLIAMSON (1 site discussed)
WOOD (1 site discussed)
APPENDIX III: SITES IN OTHER STATES

Arkansas

3CL88 (Ross Brewer site)
Medley 1971

3CL98
Medley 1971

3M16 (Crenshaw site)
Crook and Hughston 2014a

Louisiana

16CD13 (Belcher Mound)
Crook 2014a,
Crook and Hughston 2014b

16CD56 (John Pearce site)
Patterson 1997b, 1997g,

New Mexico

Bloom Mound (no site number given)
Crook and Farrell 2015

Henderson site (no site number given)
Crook and Farrell 2015

Oklahoma

34LF40 (Spiro Mounds)
Crook and Hughston 2014a

34WO73 (Burnham site)
Crook 2015b